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Editorial.
Regionally based – nationally networked.

SBB Regional Traffic connects regions and agglomerations with one another and also offers 
routes into neighbouring countries. Around a million people travel with SBB every day, the 
majority of them with regional traffic. We carry passengers to work, study or leisure activities  
on our S-Bahn, regional trains, RegioExpress trains and buses. Delivering our customers 
punctually and safely to their destination during peak times requires perfect coordination of 
the regions with national and international public transport.

Travelling comfortably and safely.

Our customers should feel well looked after on their journey, travel comfortably and arrive 
safely. So that we can accommodate the growing requirement for mobility for our passen-
gers, we are investing in the regional rail infrastructure in conjunction with the federal 
government and cantons. Apart from a few vehicles that we deploy during peak times, 
all trains are equipped with air-conditioning and a high-quality customer information system. 
Moreover, we have considerably improved the vehicles for people with limited mobility.

Of equal importance to our customers is the option of travelling the first few and the last 
few miles by bike or car: from home to the station and from the station to the destination.  
This combined mobility completes the public transport range with the cooperation  
of trusted partners.

Our customers therefore benefit from the constant extension of, and improvements to,  
the regional public transport services. And in the future, SBB Regional Traffic will continue  
to be the important backbone of the public transport system that it is today.

In the following pages, we look forward to offering you an insight into the world of  
SBB Regional Traffic. You too can count on our transport network: for sound public  
transport and a sound economy – in your region too.

Anna Barbara Remund 
Head of SBB Regional Traffic
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SBB Regional Traffic.
The connection between local and long-distance traffic.

SBB Regional Traffic connects towns and regions. We are often the first link in the mobility 
chain and create the connection with national and international long-distance traffic. 
Every day, around a million passengers use SBB, the majority of them travelling safely and 
punctually on regional traffic, with the S-Bahn trains, regional trains, RegioExpress trains 
and buses to work, study or leisure activities. We are integrated into regular-interval timetable 
so that all connections run smoothly. In this way we can optimally coordinate the connections 
between regional and long-distance traffic. Around 40% of passengers use regional traffic 
and long-distance traffic when travelling. 

Interesting figures.1

Trains running per day 6,200 
No. of routes 199
No. of stops  925
No. of compositions (trains)  742
Passenger kilometres per year 4,662.1 million

Regional traffic regions.

Train kilometres per year 77.8 million
Ø usage rate of trains 21,8%
Ø journey time on the train   16 min.
Ø journey distance by train 15 km
Buses running per day 1,000
Status: end of 2013 1 SBB Regional Traffic, including subsidiaries

The S-Bahn takes me directly to work or to the climbing 
centre and at weekends it brings me home after going out. 
Annette Giger, commuter SBB Regional Traffic, from Zurich

1  French-Speaking 

   Switzerland Region

2  Central Region

3  Zurich Region

4  Ticino Region 
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The regional traffic model.
Joint planning and development.

The federal government and the cantons are aware of the importance of regional traffic for 
public transport. Jointly they order regional traffic services from SBB that are aligned with 
customer requirements. As most regional traffic routes are not self-supporting, the federal 
government and the cantons pay the difference between the costs and revenue. Thanks 
to this subsidisation, regional traffic can make the offer future-orientated and invest in the 
innovations required, such as rolling stock. Due to co-financing by the federal government 
and cantons, both have an appropriate say in the planning procedures. This joint planning 
lasts for years because before we can introduce new regional traffic offers, we usually 
have to build or extend the infrastructure and procure new vehicles. 

I appreciate the constructive cooperation with 
SBB Regional Traffic. Thanks to local anchoring and 
active market processing by SBB Regional Traffic, 
we are continuing to develop the railway offer together.
Daniel Meier, CEO, Verkehrsverbund Luzern

I appreciate the cooperative partnership with 
SBB Regional Traffic, which enables us to find good 
solutions together.
Regula Herrmann, Federal Office of Transport, head of the Passenger Traffic section
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The regional traffic fleet.
On the way to the future.

Thanks to various modernisation projects and new acquisitions, we can offer our passengers 
an advanced fleet. With the exception of a few vehicles that we deploy at peak times, all 
trains are equipped with air-conditioning units and a high-quality customer information system. 

We have considerably improved the vehicles for people with reduced mobility. Just one 
example of this is the low-floor entry, thanks to which passengers with prams and buggies 
or baggage can also travel more conveniently. 

We are currently equipping the first generation of double-deck push-pull trains with air-
conditioning and also adding intermediate coaches, each with wheelchair access. We are 
procuring ten new trains for the Ferrovia Mendrisio–Varese (FMV) major project and the 
Gotthard mountain route. SBB is financing six of these and our Italian partners four. Through-
out Switzerland, we are selectively extending capacity to be able to meet the constantly 
rising demand, particularly at peak times. In the medium term we are also laying the founda-
tions for additional trains suitable for multi-country deployment, so that we can launch new 
cross-border offers.

The fleet is the calling card of SBB Regional Traffic. Besides safety and customer information, 
we also place great importance upon punctuality and cleanliness. With the fleet strategy, 
we are therefore considering the technical options, along with our subsidiaries, which will take 
into account the altered requirements of our customers.

New regional traffic vehicles, new technology, a computer 
network on rails – this forward-looking transport fleet makes 
my daily work exciting and demanding.
Reto Wehrle, employee of SBB Operating – vehicle diagnosis, Winterthur

Proper cleaning of the regional traffic fleet is important 
to me for the comfort of our passengers.
Steffan Brandenberger, group manager of Clean Team 5 SBB Operating

Domino.

FLIRT.DTZ.

Regio double-decker.

DPZ.

GTW.
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The market areas.
Developing areas – creating perspectives.

We have set out the twelve market areas of SBB Regional Traffi c based on passenger de-
mand. In conjunction with the federal government and cantons, we are continuing to develop 
the offer in these regions. The market areas form the backbone of the agglomeration traffi c. 
Some of these go beyond the Swiss border. In the market areas of Geneva, Basel, Ticino and 
Eastern Switzerland in particular, we are extending the regional traffi c routes across the border. 

Based on the huge rise in demand anticipated by 2030, we are considerably expanding the 
regional traffi c range. Planning for 2025 and 2030 has already started. This enables timely 
fi nancing and execution of the infrastructure measures required as well as the procurement 
of rolling stock several years prior to commissioning.

The focus is currently on the major project RER franco-valdo-genevois (S-Bahn Geneva), with 
the new CEVA infrastructure, as well as the commissioning of the Ferrovia Mendrisio–Varese. 
We are also providing the connection to the French high speed network via Delle–Belfort. 
In parallel with this we are developing and executing cross-border services in stages in the 
Basel area, in the Jurassic Arc and towards Austria.
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Market areas of SBB Regional Traffi c.

The fare networks. 
A committed partner.

The Northwestern Switzerland fare network (TNW) was the fi rst fare network to be founded 
in 1987. It formed the foundation for around 20 regional traffi c and fare networks today. 
SBB is a shareholder in or is committed as a partner to most of them.

As a national provider of transport services, we assume an important role as an expertise 
carrier. In doing this, we pursue the objective of generating as much revenue as possible with 
a fare structure that is in line with the market and having a positive effect on the proportion 
of railway kilometres for all traffi c. The fare networks, with their simple and transparent range, 
are an important precondition for this. They facilitate access to public transport for customers, 
irrespective of the type of transport. Whether for regular journeys or leisure trips – one ticket 
is suffi cient for all travel requirements.

  1  Geneva

  2  Vaud

  3  Fribourg

  4  Jura Arc 

  5  Bern

  6  Jura foothills

  7  Northwestern Switzerland

  8  Zurich

  9  Eastern Switzerland

10  Central Switzerland

11  Ticino

12  Valais

The attractive timetable for the S-Bahn 
is well tailored to my requirements.
Kevin Huber, customer SBB Regional Traffi c, from Basel

SBB Regional Traffi c is a partner of the small 
Flextax fare network. As the management company, 
VBSH greatly appreciates the pleasant cooperation 
with the large sister company.
Walter Hermann, director of Verkehrsbetriebe Schaffhausen 

Zurich Regional Traffi c and the Ostwind fare network 
think and work together in a cross-border way.
Werner Thurnheer, CEO Ostwind

I arrive safely at work thanks to 
SBB Regional Traffi c.
Lilian Prachoinig, customer SBB Regional Traffi c, from Lucerne
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The current fare network environment.

  1  Aargau (A-Welle) regional fare network

  2  Biel-Grenchen-Seeland-Bernese Jura (ABO zigzag travelcard) fare network

  3  Ticino and Moesano (Arcobaleno) fare network

  4  Bernese Oberland (BeoAbo travelcard) fare network

  5  engadin mobil fare network

  6 Davos Klosters fare network

  7  Schaffhausen (Flextax) fare network

  8  Fribourg (Frimobil) fare network

  9  Bern-Solothurn (Libero) fare network

10  Vaud (Mobilis) fare network

11  Neuchâtel (Onde Verte) fare network

12  Ostwind fare network

13  Lucerne, Obwalden, Nidwalden (Passepartout) fare network

14  Schwyz fare network

15  Zug fare network

16  Northwestern Switzerland (TNW) fare network

17  Geneva (unireso) regional fare network

18  Jura (Vagabond) fare network

19  Zurich Transport Network (ZVV)

 Fare network for the Zurich residential and economic area (Z-Pass)

SBB Regional Traffic lives up to the A-Welle 
slogan “You are networked and you are connected” 
and works with a great deal of commitment.
Martin Osuna, CEO A-Welle fare network
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Combined mobility.
Clever combination: with bike, car and train from door to door.

To increase the appeal of public transport, it is important to link individual and public means 
of transport together closely and coordinate them.

With combined mobility, SBB is improving the offer wherever the public transport connections 
do not, or do not optimally, cover individual requirements. Therefore, for the first and the last 
sections of the journey – to the station and from the station to the destination – we are offer-
ing efficient mobility services, extending these throughout Switzerland, or are complementing 
them with new ones.

This includes parking spaces and bike parking spaces at the station, the self-service loading 
of bicycles and the option of hiring bikes, e-bikes and cars. Our customers can therefore 
combine the benefits of public transport with the advantages of individual means of transport. 

The first and the last sections of the transport chain have a major effect on the core business 
of passenger transport, as they enable individual links to train connections. We are therefore 
focusing on cooperation with strong partners, who make our overall range more appealing.

Thanks to the cooperation with SBB Regional Traffic we 
can offer our customers attractive leisure experiences by 
rail, as well as modern rental bikes throughout Switzerland.
Stefan Meisen, CEO Rent a Bike
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Subsidiaries.
Independent subsidiaries – committed parent company.

The regional subsidiaries are one of the cornerstones of the SBB regional transport strategy.  
They are positioned in their core and market areas as companies that are close to the 
market, by offering regional mobility solutions for the Swiss market as well as with bordering 
countries. Thanks to their manageable company sizes, they can quickly respond to changes 
in the market and deal directly with specific regional issues. The cantons are co-owners of 
some subsidiaries and this increases their anchoring in the region.

SBB Regional Traffic takes technical responsibility for the seven subsidiaries and ensures 
coordination with the parent company, SBB AG. We work closely in this to benefit the 
subsidiaries and the parent company to the full.

The regional subsidiaries of SBB AG.

I appreciate our independence and regional roots. 
Of equal importance to me is the valuable cooperation 
with SBB Regional Traffic, which networks us nationally.
Ernst Boos, CEO Thurbo AGCombined mobility.

Important key performance indicators.

BikeParking: 87,500 open accessible bike parking spaces at 750 stations,  
 25 monitored cycle parks at 22 stations
P+Rail:  28,000 parking spaces at 550 stations
Rental cars with Click & Drive:  1,000 cars at 380 stations
Carsharing:  2,600 cars at 1,300 locations, including 1,000 cars at 380 stations
Bikes to rent:  1,200 bikes and e-bikes at 40 stations
Bikesharing:  1,100 bikes at 115 bays
RailTaxi:   taxi service at 29 stations
Self-service loading of bicycles:  4,650 bike spaces in the SBB fleet
Status: end of 2013
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18 • RegionAlps SA (SBB 70%, TMR 18%, Canton of Valais 12%)
The RegionAlps network includes the following routes: Brig–Sitten–Martigny–St-Maurice, 
St-Gingolph–Monthey–St-Maurice, Martigny–Sembrancher–Orsières/Le Châble.  
Since the timetable change in December 2011, RegionAlps has also entered the bus  
transport segment and has taken over the concession for the Leuk–Visp regional bus  
route from SBB.

• SBB GmbH (SBB 100%)
SBB GmbH runs the Constance–Engen (seehas) route in the Swiss/German border area, 
Basel SBB and Weil am Rhein–Zell i. Wiesental (Garten- and Wiesentalbahn) as well as 
Schaffhausen–Erzingen (S-Bahn Schaffhausen).

• Sensetalbahn AG (SBB 65.5%, Post 33.7%, miscellaneous 0.8%)
The Sensetalbahn owns the railway infrastructure for the Flamatt–Laupen regional 
traffic route. This route has been part of the Bern S-Bahn since December 2004 and is 
run by BLS.

• Thurbo AG (SBB 90%, Canton of Thurgau 10%)
The Thurbo network extends throughout Eastern Switzerland to include the Cantons of 
Thurgau, St. Gallen, Zurich, Schaffhausen, Aargau, Appenzell Ausserrhoden and Grisons, 
as well as cross-border to Baden-Wuerttemberg. It ranges from Chur to Waldshut and from 
Nesslau-Neu St. Johann to Constance.

• TILO SA (SBB 50%, Trenord 50%)
The TILO connections cover the regional transport routes in the Canton of Ticino as well 
as cross-border traffic to Como–Milano and Luino-Flughafen Malpensa (Italy).

• Transferis SAS (SBB 50%, SNCF 50%)
Transferis is responsible for the marketing of the future cross-border Geneva S-Bahn 
(RER FVG) in the Geneva region (Bassin franco-valdo-genevois).

• zb Zentralbahn AG (SBB 66%, FOT 16.1%, Canton of Nidwalden 11.8%,  
Canton of Obwalden 5.0%, Engelberg municipality 1.0%, miscellaneous 0.1%)
Zentralbahn, the SBB leisure railway, runs on the route network between Lucerne– 
Engelberg and Lucerne–Interlaken and also includes the attractive tourist triangle of  
Lucerne, Engelberg-Titlis and Interlaken. At the same time, it provides the commuter  
service in the prospering region.
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